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Abstract Background Factor IX (FIX) plays a critical role in blood coagulation. Complete
deletion of F9 results in severe hemophilia B, whereas the clinical implications of
complete F9 duplication and triplication remain understudied.
Objective To investigate the rearrangement mechanisms underlying complete F9
deletion (cases 1 and 2), duplication (cases 3 and 4), and triplication (case 5), and to
explore their association with FIX expression levels and clinical impacts.
Methods Plasma FIX levels were detected using antigen and activity assays. CNVplex
technology, optical genome mapping, and long-distance polymerase chain reaction
were employed to characterize the breakpoints of the chromosomal rearrangements.
Results Cases 1 and 2 exhibited FIX activities below 1%. Case 3 displayed FIX activities
within the reference range. However, cases 4 and 5 showed a significant increase in FIX
activities. Alu-mediated nonallelic homologous recombinationwas identifiedas the cause of
F9deletion in case1; FoSTeS/MMBIR (Fork StallingandTemplate Switching/microhomology-
mediated break-induced replication) contributed to both F9 deletion and tandem duplica-
tion observed in cases 2 and 3; BIR/MMBIR (break-induced replication/microhomology-
mediated break-induced replication) mediated by the same pair of low-copy repeats results
in similar duplication–triplication/inversion–duplication (DUP–TRP/INV–DUP) rearrange-
ments in cases 4 and 5, leading to complete F9 duplication and triplication, respectively.
Conclusion Large deletions involving the F9 gene exhibit no apparent pattern, and
the extra-hematologic clinical phenotypes require careful analysis of other genes within
the deletion. The impact of complete F9 duplication and triplication on FIX expression
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Introduction

The F9 gene, located on the X-chromosome at position q27.1,
spans 34 kb and consists of eight exons and seven introns.
This gene encodes coagulation factor IX (FIX), which plays a
crucial role in activating downstream coagulation factors
and forming stable fibrin clots.1 Deficiency of FIX, known as
hemophilia B (HB), is an X-linked recessive bleeding disorder
associated with reduced plasma FIX activity.2 Conversely,
elevated FIX levels have been identified as an essential risk
factor for venous thromboembolism (VTE).3–5 The riskof VTE
is significantly increased in individuals with FIX levels ex-
ceeding 150%, showing a more than 3-fold increase com-
pared with those within the reference range of FIX levels.4

Furthermore, specific variants such as FIX Padua (p.
Arg338Leu) and FIX Shanghai (p.Arg338Gln) have been
identified as a cause of juvenile thrombophilia due to signif-
icantly increased FIX activity and excessive clotting risk.6,7

The Factor IXGeneVariantDatabase (https://www.factorix.
org/) serves as a comprehensive resource for F9 variants,
encompassing 1692 unique variants documented from 5,358
individual case reports.8 While a significant portion of these
variants are point mutations, advancements in understanding
chromosomal structural rearrangements have revealed an
increasing proportion of larger structural variants (SVs).
Among these SVs, the database identified 43 types of gross

deletions,with completedeletionof theF9geneobserved in92
patients across 36 articles.8 In contrast, only four cases of gross
duplications involving F9 have been reported, all of which
entail partial duplications of specific exons (exons 1–6, exons
2–6, exons 4–6, and exons 5–8).9–11 Deletions of the F9 gene
oftenproducestraightforwardandsevere consequencesonFIX
activity, leading to severe HB. However, the impact of these
partial F9 duplications on FIX activity varies, with reported
levels ranging from below 1 to 8% of normal activity levels.11

Notably, complete duplications of the F9 gene have not been
reported in this database, and the impact of whole-gene
duplication on FIX expression remains unknown. Currently,
most of the information regarding complete duplications of F9
is incidentally reported during studies on large X chromosom-
al rearrangements.12–14 Unfortunately, there is a lack of avail-
able clinical phenotype information associated explicitly with
bleeding and thrombotic manifestations in individuals with
complete F9 duplications.

Understanding the specific breakpoints of F9-related SVs
can provide valuable insight into the underlying rearrange-
ment mechanisms and help to predict FIX expression and
associated clinical phenotypes. Previous studies have sug-
gested the involvement of DNA repair-based mechanisms,
such as nonhomologous end joining and nonallelic homolo-
gous recombination (NAHR), and DNA replication-based
mechanisms like Fork Stalling and Template Switching/

might depend on the integrity of the F9 upstream sequence and the specific
rearrangement mechanisms. Notably, DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrangements significant-
ly elevate FIX activity and are closely associated with thrombotic phenotypes.
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microhomology-mediatedbreak-induced replication (FoSTeS/
MMBIR) in F9-related SVs.15–17 However, recurrent NAHR
rearrangements mediated by low-copy repeats (LCRs), similar
to the intron 22 inversion of F8, have not been identified in
structural rearrangements involving F9 to date.

The widespread adoption of next-generation sequencing
(NGS) allows for the precise identification of some SV break-
points by relying on the presence of chimeric reads spanning
the junction. However, due to the limitations of short reads
(150�300bp), NGSwould generate ambiguous alignments in
highly repetitive regions. Interestingly, these regions are
more prone to forming SVs.18 To overcome the limitations
of NGS, long-read sequencing technologies such as PacBio
and Oxford Nanopore Technologies have been commercial-
ized and hold promise.19 Nevertheless, the costs associated
with achieving the necessary coverage levels for acceptable
accuracy with long-read sequencing are exceedingly high,
limiting their widespread use in breakpoint characteriza-
tion. Recently, optical genome mapping (OGM) has recently
emerged as a robust, high-throughput technology for detect-
ing SVs.20OGMprovides amore comprehensive and accurate
analysis of SVs by directly analyzing long-range information
from single DNA molecules. To date, OGM has been success-
fully applied in mapping SVs associated with hematologic
malignancies, hemophilia A, and other genetic diseases.21,22

In this study, we combined OGM with long-distance poly-
merase chain reaction (LD-PCR) techniques to characterize the
breakpoints of two severe HB patients with complete F9 gene
deletion and three VTE patients with complete F9 duplication
and triplication. Our findings reveal a shared duplication–-
triplication/inversion–duplication (DUP–TRP/INV–DUP) rear-
rangements, resulting in F9 duplication and triplication in two
unrelated families. Additionally, we elucidate the underlying
structural basis of these rearrangements. To our knowledge,
this is the first report of complete F9 duplication and triplica-
tion and their effects on FIX expression, which sheds crucial
new light on F9-related SVs and their potential relationship
with thrombotic phenotypes.

Methods

Subjects
Cases 1 and 2 belonged to the severe HB patients cohort
admitted to the Beijing Children’s Hospital from 2015 to
2022, who were previously reported to have a deletion span-
ning all eight exons of the F9 gene.23 Cases 3, 4, and 5 belonged
to the VTE patients cohort registered in Shanghai Ruijin
Hospital from 2017 to 2023. They were identified with addi-
tional copies of the complete F9 gene through our Hemostasis
and Thrombosis Gene Panel analysis. Informed consent was
obtained fromall patients and their families, andthestudywas
approved by the Ethics Committee of Ruijin Hospital.

Plasma Analysis
Peripheral blood was collected from patients and their related
family members using vacuum blood collection tubes contain-
ing 0.129mol/L sodium citrate to obtain platelet-poor plasma.
Coagulation factors activity levels, including FIX, were assessed

using a one-stage clotting method on an automated ACL TOP
analyzer (Instrumentation Laboratory, United States). FIX anti-
gen levelsweremeasured using an enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay following the manufacturer’s instructions (Enzyme
Research Laboratories, South Bend, Indiana, United States).
Additional thrombophilia tests, including the activity levels of
protein C (PC), protein S (PS), antithrombin III, and lupus
anticoagulant, were performed as described previously.24

Hemostasis and Thrombosis Gene Panel Analysis
Five probands were subjected to the panel analysis, covering
33 genes associated with hemorrhage and thrombosis
(►Supplementary Table S1, available in the online version).
Copy number variants (CNVs) were evaluated using CNVplex
technology, a high-throughput multiplex CNVanalysis (Genesky
Biotechnologies Inc., Shanghai, China).25 Quantitative probes
targeting the F9 gene can be found in ►Supplementary

Table S2 (available in the online version). Additionally, targeted
next-generationsequencingwasemployedtodetectmutations in
the promoter region, 5′ and 3′ untranslated regions, coding
sequence, and exon–intron boundaries of these genes. The
identified mutations were further validated using Sanger se-
quencing in the probands and their remaining family members.

Optical Genome Mapping Analysis
High-molecular weight (HMW) DNA was extracted from the
blood samples of five probands using the Bionano Prep SP
Blood and Cell Culture DNA Isolation Kit (Bionano Genomics,
United States). The integrity and size of extracted HMW DNA
were confirmed by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. The DNA
backbone was stained overnight with the Bionano Prep DLS
Kit, where the DLE-1 enzyme specifically recognized the
CTTAAG base sequence on genomic DNA and labeled them
with the DL-Green fluorophore group. Then, Bionano Saphyr
Instruments imaged genomic DNA molecules on a chip con-
taining up to 120,000 nanochannels, each detecting DL-Green
fluorescent signals within the blue DNA background. High-
resolution charge-coupled device cameras generated real-
time imaging data for all nanochannels, automatically con-
verting them into molecular data and integrating them into a
genome-wide optical map. De novo assembly analysis was
performed using Bionano access V1.7 software, focusing on
SVs within the X-chromosome F9 gene and its nearby regions.
Additionally, the Bionano software incorporates a database of
SVs found in 180 phenotypically normal individuals, allowing
for filtering SVs polymorphisms in the population.

Long-Distance Polymerase Chain Reaction and
Breakpoint Sequencing
Genomic DNA was extracted using the QIAamp DNA blood
purification kit (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands). Based on the
assembly results from Bionano, amplification primers were
designed near the DL-Green fluorescent labels flanking the
breakpoint. LD-PCR amplification was performed with the KOD
One PCRMaster Mix kit (TOYOBO, Shanghai, China) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The extension time was deter-
mined by the distance between the two fluorescent labels, with
5secondsperkb fora rangeof1 to10kband10secondsperkb for
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over 10kb. After confirming the formation of LD-PCR amplified
productions through agarose gel electrophoresis, smaller-spaced
sequencing primers were designed between the amplification
primers for Sanger sequencing. The sequences of the amplifica-
tion and sequencing primers are provided in ►Supplementary

Tables S3 and S4 (available in the online version).

X-chromosome Inactivation Pattern Detecting
The methylation of androgen receptor (AR) and retinitis pig-
mentosa2 (RP2) geneswereanalyzed toassessX-chromosome
inactivation(XCI)patterns, asdescribedpreviously.26Genomic
DNAof peripheral blood lymphocytes from female individuals
with F9 copy number variations was digested with the meth-
ylation-sensitive enzyme HhaI (New England Biolabs, United
States). HhaI recognition sites are located near the CAG repeat
region inAR, and theGAAA repeat regionupstreamofRP2. The
digestedDNAwasamplifiedusing specificfluorescent primers
(►Supplementary Table S5, available in the online version) on
the 2720 Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems, United States).
Capillaryelectrophoresiswasperformedonthe3730xlgenetic
analyze (Applied Biosystems, United States) to analyze the
amplified fragments. The peak fluorescence values for allele
determination were calculated using the Gene Mapper 5.0
software (Applied Biosystems, United States). To eliminate the
effect of allele length difference on the X-chromosome inacti-
vation ratio (XCIR), the following formula was employed:
XCIR¼ (d1/u1)/(d1/u1þd2/u2), where d and u represent the
peak fluorescence value corresponding to the genomic DNA

after and before digestion, respectively.27 Each XCIR valuewas
calculated as an average of two replicate measurements.

Bioinformatic Analysis
Breakpoint analysis was performed using a sequencing align-
ment-basedapproachwith thehg38referencegenome. Sanger
sequencingdatacontaining thebreakpointsandpotential LCRs
near the breakpoints were analyzed using the Human BLAT
Search Tool (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat). The
Repeat Masker Tool (www.repeatmasker.org) was used to
identify repetitive elements flanking the breakpoint junction.
This tool can identify well-known repetitive elements associ-
ated with rearrangement mechanisms, such as long inter-
spersed nuclear elements, short interspersed nuclear
elements (SINEs), long terminal repeats, andDNAtransposons.
To assess clinical relevance of the identified variants, we
consulted five databases: dbVAR (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/dbvar/), ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/),
HGMD (http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php), gnomAD
(https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/), and PubMed (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed).

Results

Case Reports
This study involved the analysis of five unrelated families
comprising a total of 12 individuals with F9 copy number
variations (►Table 1).

Table 1 Clinical characteristics and laboratory data of the family members

Participants Sex Clinical
phenotypes

F9 copy
numbers

FIX: Ac
(%)

FIX: Ag
(%)

Additional variants in
Hemostasis and Thrombosis
Gene Panel

Corresponding
protein activity
(%)

XCIR
(%)

Case 1

Mother F Hemorrhage 1 22 16 ND ND 58

Proband 1 M Hemorrhage 0 <1 <1 NO ND ND

Case 2

Mother F Hemorrhage 1 12 7 NO ND 64

Sister F Asymptomatic 1 65 60 NO ND 50

Proband 2 M Hemorrhage 0 <1 <1 VWF: c.4499C> T, p.Ala1500Val ND ND

Case 3

Mother F Asymptomatic 3 122 118 PROS1: c.200A>C, p.Glu67Ala PS: Ac: 53 50

Proband 3 M PE, CVST, MVT 2 � � PROS1: c.200A>C, p.Glu67Ala � ND

Case 4

Mother F Asymptomatic 3 177 153 F5: c.1723C> T, p.Arg575Cys FV: Ac: 101 54

Proband 4 M CVST 2 � � F5: c.1723C> T, p.Arg575Cys FV: Ac: 87 ND

Case 5

Grandmother F Asymptomatic 4 236 217 PROC: c.1151A>G, p.Asn384Ser PC: Ac: 84 52

Mother F Asymptomatic 4 182 178 PROC: c.1151A>G, p.Asn384Ser PC: Ac: 83 53

Proband 5 M DVT, MVT 3 247 238 PROC: c.1151A>G, p.Asn384Ser PC: Ac: 63 ND

Abbreviations: FII, factor II; FV, factor V; FVII, factor VII; FIX, factor IX; FX, factor X; PS, protein S; PC, protein C; Ac, activity; Ag, antigen; F, female;M,male; PE,
pulmonary embolism; CVST, cerebral venous sinus thrombosis; MVT, mesenteric vein thrombosis; DVT, deep vein thrombosis; NO, no carrier; ND, no
detection; XCIR, X chromosome inactivation rate. Reference range: FII: Ac, FV: Ac, FVII: Ac, FIX: Ac, FX: Ac: 50%-150%; PS: Ac: 60%-130%; PC: Ac: 70%-140%.
�indicates that the test was conducted during the patient's administration of warfarin. For proband 3, FII: Ac, FVII: Ac, FIX: Ac, FX: Ac, and PS: Ac were
22%, 48%, 77%, 11%, and 24%, respectively. FIX: Ag was 80%. For proband 4, FII: Ac, FVII: Ac, FIX: Ac, FX: Ac were 15%, 35%, 69%, and 14%,
respectively, and FIX: Ag was 78%.
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Proband 1 and proband 2 presentedwith skin ecchymosis
at around 6 months of age and were diagnosed with severe
HB. During prothrombin complex concentrate infusion for
prevention, both patients experienced allergic reactions in
the form of rashes, which were effectively managed by
suspending the infusion and employing appropriate desen-
sitization therapy. No other abnormal clinical phenotypes
were observed in either patient. Gene panel analysis
revealed a complete deletion of the F9 gene in both patients,
whereas their mothers were found to have only one copy of
the F9 gene. Proband 1’s mother reported a medical history
including intractable epistaxis, menorrhagia, and gingival
bleeding, and proband 2’s mother reported excessive men-
strual bleeding. Their FIX activity levels were only 22 and
12%, respectively. No additional mutations were found in the
exonic regions and exon–intron boundaries of the F9 gene,
and no extremely skewed XCI was observed in either case.
Furthermore, gene panel analysis detected a heterozygous
VWF p.Ala1500Val mutation in proband 2, which might lead
to a diagnosis of type 1 von Willebrand disease.28

Proband 3 experienced sudden chest pain at 15 and was
subsequently diagnosed with pulmonary embolism based on
computed tomography angiography. At 17, he developed a
sudden headache and epilepsy. Magnetic resonance imaging
revealed cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST). At 26, he
developed mesenteric vein thrombosis. Subsequently, he re-
ceived long-term anticoagulant therapy with warfarin. Gene
panel analysis identified a heterozygous PROS1 p.Glu67Ala
mutation in the patient, along with complete duplication of
the F9 gene. Both the PROS1 variant and F9 gene duplication
were inherited from his asymptomatic mother. Under treat-
ment with warfarin, the activities of vitamin K-dependent
coagulation factors, including FIX and PS, were significantly
suppressed in the patient. However, as demonstrated by his
mother, the PROS1 p.Glu67Ala mutation significantly reduced
the PS activity, whereas the F9 duplication did not result in a
notable increase in FIX activity (►Table 1).

Proband 4 had a history of recurrent CVST involving the
transverse sinus and right sigmoid sinuses. At 16, he experi-
enced a brain hemorrhage in the left parietal lobe during one
episode of CVST. Subsequently, the patient was prescribed
warfarin treatment. Gene panel analysis revealed that the
patient inherited both a duplication of the F9 gene and a
heterozygous F5 p.Arg575Cysmutation fromhis asymptomat-
ic mother. During warfarin therapy, the patient’s FIX activity
decreased to 62% of the normal level. However, his mother
exhibited an elevated FIX activity of 177% due to the F9 gene
duplication. Interestingly, the F5 variant present in proband 4
and hismother did not affect their factor V (FV) activity,which
measured at 101 and 87%, respectively (►Table 1).

Proband 5 was diagnosed with mesenteric vein, splenic
vein, and bilateral iliac vein thrombosis at age 15 and under-
went long-term treatment with rivaroxaban for thrombopro-
phylaxis. However, despite the treatment, the patient’s
symptoms did not significantly improve. Gene panel analysis
revealed that the patient, his mother, and his grandmother all
carried a triplicationof the F9 gene and aheterozygous PROCp.
Asn384Ser mutation. After 1 week of drug discontinuation,

protein activity assays were performed.While PC activity was
within the normal range for his mother and grandmother, his
PC activity was slightly below the lower limit of the normal
range, measuring at 63%. Additionally, the three patients
exhibited significantly elevated FIX activity due to the F9
triplication. FIX activity levels ranged from 182 to 247%
(►Table 1).

Unravelling Chromosomal Rearrangements with
Optical Genome Mapping
To determine the specific size and orientation of the rear-
ranged regions, we conducted an OGM analysis on five cases
(►Fig. 1). Results revealed that the deletion region in case 1
reached 2.88Mb, affecting 13 OMIM genes, including F9. In
case 2, the deletion fragment was smaller, measuring
0.20Mb and involving exons 2 to 26 of the MCF2 gene and
complete F9 gene (►Table 2).

Case 3 exhibited a duplicated fragment with a length of
0.43Mb, encompassing three complete OMIM genes: F9,MCF2,
andATP11C. Furthermore,OGMmatching results onlyexhibited
a single breakpoint, suggesting a tandem orientation for this
duplication. Notably, cases 4 and 5 displayed similar rearrange-
ment patterns, referred to as DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrange-
ments (►Fig. 1C). In brief, a triplicated fragmentwas inserted in
reverse orientation onto the same chromosome through two
breakpoints. Interestingly, the downstream duplicated regions
were completely identical, suggesting a shared rearrangement
mechanism. We identified a pair of inverted LCRs (designated
LCR-F9A and LCR-F9B, respectively) with approximately 16kb
length in this region. This pair of LCRs contained three highly
homologous core sequences with over 98.5% identity: XIRT-
31240, XIRT-31246, and XIRT-31253.29 Within the 0.23Mb
region between LCR-F9A and LCR-F9B in both cases 4 and 5,
duplicationswere observed, but this region did not contain any
OMIMgenes. Thedifferencebetween the twocaseswas that the
triplication region extended 0.27Mb upstream of LCR-F9A in
case4but0.51Mbincase5, respectively.Additionally, therewas
another duplicated regionwith a length of 0.27 and 0.05Mb on
the other side of the triplicated regions, respectively (►Fig. 1).
The F9 genewas located 0.46Mbupstreamof LCR-F9A, explain-
ingwhycase5exhibitedF9 triplication,whereas case4onlyhad
an F9 duplication.

Elucidating Breakpoint Sequences through Long-
Distance Polymerase Chain Reaction
To determine the nucleotide sequences at the breakpoints and
the specific rearrangement mechanisms, we designed LD-PCR
primers to amplify the rearranged regions containing the
breakpoint junctions (►Fig. 2). In cases 1 and 2, the P1F/P1R
and P2F/P2R primers were designed to target the upstream
and downstream regions of the deletion, respectively. For case
3, the forward primer was designed downstream of the F9
gene, whereas the reverse primer was designed upstream of
the F9 gene. In cases 4 and 5, where the breakpoint junctions
were inverted, both LCRs9A and LCRs9B primers were created
on the DNA positive strand, whereas both P4F/P4R and
P5F/P5R primers were designed on the DNA negative strand.
These primerdesign strategieswould result in PCRproducts in
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individuals carrying F9-related rearrangements but no prod-
uct in the healthy controls.

The sequencing results across breakpoint junctions are
shown in ►Fig. 3 and ►Supplementary Fig. S1 (available in
the online version). In case 1, the breakpoint region exhibited
approximately 86% identitywith a homologous sequence span-
ning around 120bp. Repeat Masker analysis revealed that both
sequences constituting the breakpoint, ChrX:139282455–

139282768 and ChrX:142160680–142160800, belong to SINEs,
specifically AluY and AluSx subfamily, respectively. These two
elements together formed a chimeric Alu element, mediating a
2.88Mb deletion encompassing F9. In contrast, no repetitive
elementwas detected at thebreakpoints of F9deletion in case 2
and F9 duplication in case 3, with the two chromosome regions
being joined solely by a 3bp microhomology sequence. As
predicted by OGM analysis, cases 4 and 5 shared the same

Fig. 1 The structural variations involving F9were identified by optical genomemapping. (A) Genomic region containing alterations involving F9.
Deletion, duplication, and triplication regions are depicted as grey, blue, and purple bars, respectively. (B) Deletion rearrangement of F9. (C)
Duplication and triplication rearrangements of F9. The blue bars represent rearranged X chromosomes in patients, while the green bars
represent reference X chromosomes. The blue vertical lines on the X chromosome represent DL-Green fluorescent signals.
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breakpoint, resulting from a rearrangement mediated by
the hybrid LCRs element formed by LCR-F9A and LCR-F9B.
Due to the length (16 kb) and high similarity (95%) between
LCR-F9A and LCR-F9B, Sanger sequencing could not deter-

mine the exact rearrangement breakpoints. Therefore, the
rearrangement was confirmed by a specific 17 kb PCR
product unique to the LCR-F9A/LCR-F9B recombination.
Different positions were observed for the other breakpoints

Table 2 Characterization of five F9-involved genomic rearrangements

CNV
abnormality

ChrX regions (hg38) Sizes
(Mb)

OMIM genes Breakpoint elements Recombination
mechanism

Case 1 Deletion 139282588–142160682 2.88 F9,MCF2,ATP11C,
MIR505,SOX3,
SPANXB1,LDOC1,
SPANXC,SPANXA1,
SPANXA2,SPANXD,
MAGEC3,MAGEC1

AluSx/AluY NAHR

Case 2 Deletion 139500925–139700954 0.20 F9,MCF2
(exon 2–26)

Microhomology FoSTeS/MMBIR

Case 3 Duplication 139523429–139957837 0.43 F9,MCF2,ATP11C Microhomology FoSTeS/MMBIR

Case 4 Duplication 139465148–139731227 0.27 F9,MCF2,ATP11C
(exon 30)

microhomology MMBIR

Triplication 139731227–140004210 0.27 ATP11C
(exon 1–29)

Microhomology/LCR-F9A BIR

Duplication 140004210–140229413 0.23 No LCR-F9A/LCR-F9B BIR

Case 5 Duplication 139450301–139498754 0.05 No Microhomology MMBIR

Triplication 139498754–140004210 0.51 F9,MCF2,ATP11C Microhomology/LCR-F9A BIR

Duplication 140004210–140229413 0.23 No LCR-F9A/LCR-F9B BIR

Abbreviations: BIR, break-induced replication; ChrX, X-chromosome CNV, Copy number variants; FoSTeS Fork Stalling and Template Switching; LCR,
low-copy repeat; MMBIR, microhomology-mediated break-induced replication. NAHR, nonallelic homologous recombination.

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of long-range primer design strategy. ChrX cent: X chromosome centromere; ChrX tel: X chromosome
telomere. The green, grey, blue, and purple arrows represent normal copy, deletion, duplication, and triplication regions. The direction of these
arrows indicates the direction of DNA synthesis. The black dashed lines represent the breakpoint junctions of chromosome rearrangement.
Primers used for breakpoint identification are depicted as red arrows, with their direction indicating the amplification direction. Primer names
are labeled above the arrows. Black brackets denote the region upstream of the additional F9 copy gained after chromosome rearrangement, and
the region's size is indicated below the brackets.
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involved in the DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrangement in cases
4 and 5. Again, no repetitive element was identified, and
only 2 and 4-bp microhomology sequence was found at the
breakpoint junction.

Discussion

Breakpoint characterization provides crucial information for
understanding rearrangement mechanisms. In case 1, we
identified a chimeric Alu element at thebreakpoint, resulting
from NAHR between an AluSx and an AluY element. The
2.88Mb chromosomal segment between these two Alu ele-
ments was deleted during recombination (►Fig. 4A). The

rearrangements observed in cases 2 and 3 exhibit more
random breakpoints flanked by only 3-bp microhomology
sequences. Replication-based mechanisms such as FoSTeS/
MMBIR can explain this phenomenon (►Fig. 4B): during
DNA replication, when replication fork stalling or breakage
occurs, the lagging strand disengages from the original
template switches to another template via microhomology
and restarts DNA synthesis.30When invading a new template
downstream of the replication fork, a deletion similar to case
2 is generated; conversely, switching to an upstream tem-
plate results in the observed tandem duplication in case 3.31

Furthermore, these dissociations and invasions can occur
multiple times.32 As shown in case 3, the first template

Fig. 3 Alignment of patients' rearranged sequences with the reference sequences. The top and bottom lines are the reference sequences
flanking the breakpoint, while the middle line is the rearranged sequence of the patients. Homologous sequences at the breakpoints are
highlighted in red. Vertical lines between bases indicate identical bases, while horizontal lines between bases indicate the absence or omission of
corresponding bases.
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switch leads to a 35-bp skipping at the breakpoint, whereas
the second template switch results in a tandem duplication,
including the complete F9 gene (►Fig. 3).

Remarkably,wehave identified similar DUP–TRP/INV–DUP
rearrangements in cases 4 and 5, which aremediated by a pair
of inverted LCRs. Similar DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrangements
facilitated by inverted LCRs havebeen observed in other genes,
such asMECP2,DMD, and PLP1.33–35 The proposedmechanism
involves two template switches during the DNA replication
process (►Fig. 4C): the first template switch occurs between
inverted LCRs via break-induced replication, reversing the
replication direction. After a distance of reverse replication,

the second template switch occurs through MMBIR, restoring
the original direction of replication for subsequent DNA syn-
thesis.35,36 In other words, one rearrangement breakpoint is
fixed within inverted LCRs, whereas the second breakpoints
are relatively random. Therefore, the impact of LCR-F9A/LCR-
F9B-induced DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrangements on the F9
copy number depends on the length of backward-directed
replication and the position of the second template switch.
This variability can result in no change, duplication, or tripli-
cation of the F9 gene (►Fig. 4C).

Understanding the mechanisms underlying SVs facilitates
clinical interpretation and further risk prediction. The complete

Fig. 4 Schematic of the complete F9 deletion, duplication, and triplication genomic rearrangements. Vital elements at the breakpoint are
shown in gold. Normal, deletion, duplication, and triplication regions are represented by green, grey, blue, and purple boxes. The black arrows
indicate the direction of DNA synthesis. (A) Non-allelic homologous recombination (NAHR) events occur between similar, same-oriented AluY
and AluSx pairs, resulting in complete F9 gene deletion. (B) DNA replication-associated template switching processes, including fork stalling and
template switching (FoSTeS) and microhomology-mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR), lead to complete F9 gene deletion and
duplication. (C) Break-induced replication (BIR) within low-copy repeats (LCRs), specifically LCR-F9A/LCR-F9B, and randomMMBIR incidents, give
rise to DUP-TRP/INV-DUP (duplication-triplication/inversion-duplication), characterized by inverted triplication located between two duplica-
tions. The length of the inverted triplication and the varying locations of MMBIR incidents contribute to the generation of normal F9 copy, F9
duplication, and F9 triplication.
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F9 deletions in probands 1 and 2 explain their reduced FIX
activity and diagnosis of severe HB. According to Radic et al
patients develop extra-hematologic phenotypes such as partial
hypopituitarism, intellectual disability, and developmental de-
lay when the deletion region encompasses the SOX3 gene.15

However, proband 1 had a chromosomal deletion affecting
multiple genes, including SOX3, but did not exhibit any unique
medical history records beyond HB. One possible explanation
could be attributed to compensatory mechanisms within the
genome that can mitigate the functional loss of the SOX3 gene.
Furthermore, some phenotypes may only manifest in adult-
hood,37 whereas proband 1 is only 5 years old. Another note-
worthy fact in cases 1 and 2 is that their mothers, both had low
FIX activity despite the absence of skewedXCI. Interestingly, we
found four additional femaleHBpatients (FIX:Ac: 10–20%)with
only F9 gene deletions in different literature sources, one of
whom had undergone XCI analysis in peripheral blood leuko-
cytes, also showingnoevidenceof skewedXCI.38,39Onepossible
explanation could be that the XCI patterns observed in a
peripheral blood sample do not necessarily align with the
pattern observed in the liver.40 Another more intriguing hy-
pothesis is that the expression of the F9 gene on the normal
chromosome is repressed by the other chromosomewith large
deletion.

Unlike deletions directly affecting protein expression and
function, complete gene duplications are expected to en-
hance protein expression through a dosage effect. The intui-
tive hypothesis would suggest that duplication and
triplication of F9 would lead to a doubling or tripling of
FIX expression levels. However, our findings indicated that
the F9 tandem duplication in case 3 did not significantly
increase FIX activity; only the additional F9 copies, generated
by the DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrangement, showed a notable
increase in FIX activity in cases 4 and 5. Interestingly,
compared with F9 duplication in case 4, the triplication of
F9 in case 5 did not exhibit a markedly higher FIX activity.
These observations suggest that FIX expression might be
influenced by regulatory mechanisms beyond the F9 gene.

Further investigation of the genomic breakpoints revealed
potential structural differences. F9 triplication in case 5
includes the upstream 32- and 80-kb regions of the F9 gene,
and F9 duplication in case 4 encompasses the upstream 65-kb
region. However, the duplication region in case 3 only extends
up to 7-kb upstream (►Fig. 2). In addition, we reported an F9
partial duplication in a mild HB patient before.11 Despite
retaining an intact F9 gene, the patient exhibited FIX levels
of only 8%. Breakpoint analysis showed this duplication con-
tained only a 13-kb upstream sequence extension of the intact
F9 gene. Therefore, we speculate the presence of long-range
gene regulatory elements like enhancers between the 32- and
65-kb region upstream of the F9 gene. Despite being far from
the target gene, these elements may engage in looping inter-
actions with the F9 gene promoter.41,42 In other words, the
additional F9 copies can achieve sufficient expression only
when the duplicated segments retain these long-range regu-
latory interactions. Johnsen et al conducted sequencing of the
F9 coding regions, splice sites, and300-bpupstreamand1417-

bp downstream untranslated sequences in 1,616 HB patients,
revealing that 31 patients still could not receive a definitive
genetic diagnosis.43 Although deep intronic variation remains
to be examined, we suggest detecting long-range gene regula-
tory elements upstream of the F9 genemay also provide some
diagnostic value.

Elevated FVIII, FIX, and FXI levels have been identified as a
common risk factor for VTE.3,4,44,45 Previous studies have
shown that additional copies of the F8 gene are associated
with increased FVIII levels and an augmented VTE risk.44

Similarly, duplication of the F11 gene leads to elevated plasma
levels of FXI and an increased susceptibility to VTE.45 The ISTH
Gold Variants project reported a patient with complete F9
duplication who also experienced recurrent thrombosis, yet
details regarding FIX levels or the specific duplication
rearrangement were not provided.46 Recently, Turkut et al
reported a 554-kb X-chromosome duplication encompassing
the F9 gene, contributing to the elevated FIX activity level and
subsequent cerebral venous thrombosis development.47 Our
study provides further evidence that the duplication or tripli-
cation of the F9 gene may result in the upregulation of FIX
expression, thereby contributing to the manifestation of
thrombotic phenotypes. Furthermore, like HB, extra copies
of the F9 gene tend to have a greater impact on males than on
female carriers. Theoretically, if the expression of the F9 gene
on a single X-chromosome is doubled, the plasma FIX levels in
females would only increase to 150% due to the presence of a
normal X-chromosome and random inactivation providing
dosage compensation,48 rather than the theoretical 200% in
males. This may explain why clinical manifestations are pre-
dominantly observed in affected males within families exhib-
iting elevated FIX activity.6,7,47

Of note, the pathogenesis of thrombosis is complex,
involving multiple genetic and environmental elements.3

In our study, tandem F9 duplication in case 3 did not
significantly elevate FIX levels. Instead, it is possible that
the patient’s coexisting PROS1 (p.Glu67Ala) mutation, a
hotspot mutation in the Chinese population leading to
type 1 PS deficiency,24 may be the actual cause of the
patient’s thrombophilia phenotype. Additionally, the throm-
botic phenotypes observed in probands 4 and 5 could be
attributed to the combined effects of increased F9 copy
number and coexisting heterozygous mutations in F5 (p.
Arg575Cys) and PROC (p.Asn384Ser). F5 (p.Arg575Cys) has
not been previously reported. Although the associated FV
activity in case 4 was within the normal range, F5 (p.
Arg575Cys) was predicted to be “disease causing” by online
bioinformatics tools (SIFT, PolyPhen-2 and Mutation taster,
►Supplementary Table S6, available in the online version). It
is worth noting that although F5 (p.Arg575Cys) does not
belong to any known activated protein C (APC) resistance-
associated site,49 the introduced cysteine residue may po-
tentially form additional disulfide bonds and influence APC
binding and hydrolysis through conformational changes,
thereby increasing the risk for VTE. Similarly, PROC (p.
Asn384Ser) only slightly reduced the PC activity in proband
5, but PROC (p.Asn384Lys) has been reported in thrombosis
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patients with PC levels at the lower limit of the normal
range.50 Therefore, these mutations may have contributed to
thrombus formation alongside elevated FIX activity.

Inconclusion,our studycomprehensivelycharacterizedSVs
breakpoints in five unrelated families, exhibiting deletions,
duplications, and triplications encompassing the F9 gene.
Using OGM technology, we have provided the first report on
DUP–TRP/INV–DUP rearrangements that result in F9 duplica-
tion and triplication. Additionally, we analyzed the impact of
increased F9 copy number on FIX expression and clinical
phenotypes. These findings have important implications for
the clinical management and risk assessment of individuals
withF9duplicationsandtriplications,particularly thosewitha
history of thrombosis.

What is known about this topic?

• Complete F9 gene deletion can lead to severe HB,
whereas complete F9 gene duplication/triplication
rearrangements remain understudied.

• It has been established that elevated FIX level is an
essential risk factor for VTE and an increased rate of
thrombotic recurrence.

• No recurrent chromosomal structural rearrangements
affecting the F9 gene have been identified yet.

What does this paper add?

• We inaugural explore the complete F9 gene duplica-
tion and triplication rearrangement mechanisms
employing OGM.

• In two cases, we discovered complex DUP–TRP/INV–
DUP rearrangements mediated by the same pair of
inverted LCRs, resulting in F9 duplication and
triplication.

• F9 duplication and triplication, resulting from DUP–
TRP/INV–DUP rearrangements, can substantially ele-
vate FIX levels and potentially augment the risk of VTE.
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